
Please see below for a personal blog post I wrote in February 2016 to reflect on my four years of college-
level competitive swimming. I chose this as a writing sample because I believe it demonstrates my 
personality and my ability to create content that works collaboratively with other campus departments. 
The Saint Michael’s Athletic Department shared this post on their Twitter account, making it my most 
popular content with triple the amount of unique visitors and views that my previous posts had garnered. 
 

 

A Farewell to Collegiate Swimming 
FEBRUARY 23, 2016 

As of last Sunday night, I am officially “retired” from my four seasons as a college swimmer. 
Yikes. After dedicating myself to this sport for over a decade, and competing for two 
colleges, this aspect of competition ends, as will my formal schooling in roughly 82 days. While 
endings are inevitable, the sport will never leave me. I will still find myself most relaxed, 
floating around like an otter or busting out a mile or two just to relieve some stress. The pool has 
become a second home to me, so I’m not quite willing to let it go just yet. While my days as an 
active Saint Mike’s Purple Knight have come to an end, I know swimming will always be there – 
and so will all the teammates I made along the way. I have been a Shark, a Bluefish, a Wave, a 
Tanner, an Assumption Greyhound… but nothing has made me love the swimming more than 
being a Purple Knight. 

Rather than mope around and realize I am now a Master’s swimmer (who would have thought 
I’d make it this far?), there’s a list of things I’ll miss (or not): 
 
Morning practices. The smell of chlorine. Chlorine burns. Itchy skin and bleached hair. 24/7 wet 
hair. Hair freezing in the winter. 8-hour bus rides. Crying into goggles on bad days. Sore 
muscles. Going to the trainer all the time. Putting on a technical suit. Having gigantic shoulders. 
Swimsuit hickeys. Not shaving for months. Finally shaving for championships. “Dryland” 
practices. Not being coordinated on land. Being awful at running. Dolphin diving around the 
bottom of the pool. TAPER. Stepping on damp snacks on the deck. Finally standing on a 
podium. Hugging my coach after a kick-ass race. Crying after setting a personal and school 
record. Earning the recognition. Having an excuse to eat all day, everyday. Having a hotel bed to 
myself. Making pre-meet pump-up playlists. Adrenaline rushes (and crashes). Team dinners…at 
10 pm in a hotel lobby. 
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I could keep going – I could talk about swimming for hours. But, what I’m really trying to say is 
– thanks. Thanks to the sport, the coaches, the trainers, the teammates, the officials, the 
lifeguards. Everyone who played a part in helping me love (and sometimes hate) this sport for 
more than half of my life. 
 
I’m not quitting the sport, I’m just “retiring” into another league. Masters, here I come… but 
maybe in a few months. 

  

As always, let’s talk! 
Twitter: @newlyjulie 
Email: jshea4@mail.smcvt.edu 
 


